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1. Summary And Introduction

An impetus to the work on the use of multivariate auxiliary
information in forming the estimators for finite population mean
(or total) was given by Olkin's paper in 1958 [e.g. Raj (1965),
Srivastava (1966a); Singh (1967), Khan and Tripathi (1967) and
Tripathi (1970-76), to cite a few). Let i7=={i7i,...,L'iv} be a finitepopula
tion of N (given) units and let yo, te (;7+l) variates defined
on U. Considering simple random sampling, Olkin (1958) defined
a multivariate ratio estimator for To, the population mean of a
charactor Jo, as

foy=w'a •••(I'l)

using the supplementary information on yi,...,yp, where w'=(wi,
...,w^ are weights such that w'e=l, e being ;7-dimensional unit
coloumn vector and a'=(ai,..., ap), ai=(folfi') Hi and Ti being the
sample mean and population mean respectively of characteryt (i=0,

The bias and mean square errors (MSE) ofT<,r to terms of
order n-^ (n being sample size) are given by

B {for)=K*fQ w'b

and M{for)=K*fl w'Aw

where b''={bi,...,bp), bi=&t - Co Ct,K*={^^- •, A={ai„y,
aa==C^ —p„i C„Ci-9oic C„Cft+Pift CiC,:, i,k=\, ...,p-, Ci being the
coefficient of variation of yi and the correlation coefficient
between yi and yjc (/, k=0, 1,
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He showed that the weight vector w which minimizes M{for) is
given by

Wo=A-^ele'A-^e ...(r2)

and then the resulting, bias and MSE would be

B„{for)=K*foie' A-^/e' A~^ e) b

P P

Mo {for)=-K*f Iie'A-^e)-^=K^r ^̂ ^ ^ a'
J=1 /c=l

where is the (i, /c)th element of A-^.

The multivariate product and regression estimators for To
defined by Singh (1967) and Srivastava (1966a), in case of simple
random sampling, are

?o3)=w'a with •••(1'3)

and fog=w'a with c-i^^y-bi (Vi-T0

respectively, where bi is sample regression coefficient of jo on j,-.

To the terms of order n~^, bias, MSE and optimum weights
(hence resulting bias and_MSE also) for Top would be given by the
same expressions as for with a change that in this case and
would be replaced by

b* =poi Co Cj

and =C^ +poi Co Ci-\-poicCo C]c-\-piu Ci

respectively (/, k=l, ..., p). Also, to the terms of order tr^, flis in
case of fog would be

^ilc ~Cg {l—Pgf ~Pok +Po< POi Pis}

We observe that the optimum weights in (1.2) depend upon
the unknown parameters (Co, Q, po,- and p„/c) and thus, in a sense,
the estimators for, fop and fog are not well defined. _If vvo were
estimated by the sample at hand and used in defining Tor, Top and

then w's in (1.1) and (1.3) would no longer be constants and
complexity would arise. Further there would be deviations ofjhe
resulting MSE from optimum mean square errors Mo (Tor), Mo{Top)
and Mo(foa)-

For p=2, Srivastava (19666) showed that if an auxiliary
character y2 is to be used, in addition to ji, for defining Tor and
the optimum weights are not exactly known then in order to increase

nilc
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the precision over tliat of using yi alone, the weight W2 should
satisfy

0 < >^2 < 2 Vf02 ...(1.4)

where wo2=(<7ii—012) (flii+a22—2ai2)~^. (It is to be noted that
this criterion would be true for every estimator of the form Swfa,,
in which case one would have a<ft=.E(a<—£0^) (a,,—Ea,,,) (Tripathi,
1970). But there is a trouble with this criterion also. How would
one know that wz satisfies (1.4) ? It needs some approximate know
ledge about Wo2.

In this note we give alternative weight vector in which
coefficient of variations Cj of auxiliary characters and correlation
coefficients pa between them are assumed to be
known. No knowledge about poi and €„ is needed, unlike to the
case with Wo- At first we deal with the case p—2 and then with the
general case of p>2 considering ratio, product and regression
estimators. By an empirical study we demonstrate that there is no
appreciable loss in precision by using the proposed weights, in the
ratio estimator, compared to the optimum weights. We compare
the efficiency of the modified ratio estimators too.

2. Modified R\tio and Product Estimators with Two Auxiliary
Variates

Let the quantities Cj, C2, Yi, fz and pi2 be known. We define
an Olkin-type ratio estimator for }>„ using information on yi and yz
as

where

=2^ vvi {yolVi) Ti
1=1

wi= {Cl-2p,^CiC^)ld=l-w,;

d=^Cl+Cl-29:, C1C2

We would have
2

BiTr) Wi bi
1=1

...(2.1)

...(2.2)

Mi.Yr)=K'' rl w\ an->r2wi Ws flia+Wg flga

It is easily seen that

5 (n)-B„ (/„)=/:* ToCaJd)
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and M{rr)-B„ {ror)=K* rlia^ld)

where a=Po2 C<, Ca—p„i C„ Ci.
/

It is to be noted that if po2 Cz—poi Ci, the weights in (2.1) would be
same as the optimum weights in (1.2) for j)=2; so there would be no
loss in precision by using Tr when exact optimum weights are not
available which is usual in practice.

fri^iVolh) n and fr,=^(yolh) f.Let

We find that

B (Yr{)-B(Yr)=K* Y„ w. C-C +a
L 1 2 -1

M{Y,i)-M {Y,)=K* (dw^) lw2+2ald]

B(Yro-B(Yr)= K*YoWl Cf - Cl~a

...(2.3)

M(Yr2)-M {Yr)=K* Yl (dwi) [wi-2ald]

From (2.3) we get that use of information on auxiliary character
in addition to yi, would result in increased precision over that of

using yi alone

if 1—pi2 (Ca/^i) 2fl/CjZ>0in case pi2C2/Ci'<l

and if 1—pia (,CzlCi)~\~2cilC^ <0 in case pi^ 1

Similarly Y, would be better than

if 1-Pi2 CilC2-2alCl>0m case pia CjIC2<1

and if l-pia CilCz-2alCl <0 in case pi, Cj/C2>l

...(2 4)

...(2.5)

If Po2 C2=poi Ci then the estimetor Yr would always be better than
fri and Tra

in case of .product and regression esttmators we propose to use
the same weights as in Thus we define

'̂ p='̂ Wi Tpt; Ypi=yo VijTi
i=\
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2 '

and (Vi-Yi)

i=l

with W{'s given by (2,2).

Let «=Poi~Poi Po2 pi2

and v=pjj +Pq2-2poi P02 PI2

We would have

M(f,)-Mo(fo,)^K*fl cl [{wiv-um

cl w! 1(2/w2)(v-u)-v]

M{f,2)-M{f,)^K*fl cl wl [(2/m'i)h-v]
and

Bifpy-Bo(fop)=K*ro{a^ld)

M{f„)-Mo(roj,)=K*fl icfi/q)

B{fj,i)-B{fp)=K*fQW2 (—aid)

B{fj,2)-B{fp)=^K*nwi {aid)

MiTp^)-M{rp)+K* fl (dw2)[w2-2a!d]

Mifp2)-M ifp)=-K*fl (dwi)[wi+2ald]

Wenote that Tp would be better than f pi if (2-4'» holds with
(fl) replaced by {—a). Similarly fp would be better than Tq2 if (2.5)
with (a) replaced by (—a) holds true. If P02 C2=poi Ci, the estimator '
fp would always be better than fpi and Yp2.

3. Estimators with Several Auxiliary Variaties

In case information on p-auxiliary characters yi,..., yp is avail
able, we propose to use the modified multivariate ratio, product and
regression estimators (as the situation be)defined by

fr•= w'oL, «.i=(yolyi) Til ...(3.1)

fp=w'a.*, a*. =yo yilfi

and Fa=w'ao, a" =yo—bi{yt—fi)

respectively, where

W=e' D~^le' Z)-i e, D=(dik) i, A:=l,..., p ...(3.2)
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Cj Cfc and e=(l,...,l)'is /^-dimensional unit column vector.
The matrix D is assumed to be positive definite.

It may be easily verified that for p=2 the weights in (3.2)
reduce to those given by (2.2).

In case

Ci=C and . i, k=\,...,p ...(3'3)

from (3.2) we get w'=e7i? giving Wi^ljp for all i=l,...,p. Also
under the conditions (3.3) we get,

M(frlt)=M{frls)= ( K*fl Its )[(^-OC^d-;^)

+2CCo poi

M(Yj,lt)-M{r^ls)== iK*rl Its) [(5-0 CHl-p)

and

+2CCo

r i

s^pot—? ^Poi

M{rjt)-M{rjs)=(K*f- d It^s' '
^ 0 " /

(1-p)

s- y-'ii- )i+P

-2ts •2 •: - S
1 1

where t in {fri t) indicates that information on t auxiliary characters
is being used in defining the estimator F,. Thus use <^f auxiliary
characters yi,..., yt---ys would increass the precision of fr over the
use of ji,..., yt alone if

(s-0 CMl-p)>2CCo

2

Poi

POi

...(3.4)

...(3.5)
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S t

In case of fp, we would get ICCq t Poi

in right hand side of(3'5). In particular, from (3'5) we note that if
poi are same, say p, for all !=1,...,and p#l, then inclusion of
extra auxiliary characters always results in increased precision of the
estimators fr and fp. The same is true in case of the estimator Yg
also.

Further under the conditions (3"3) we get that fr and fp would
be better than simple unbiased estimetor yo if

p

2(Co/C) ^ POi> (P-'I) P+1 -(3-6)
1=1

p

and' —2 (Co/C)^ poi>H-(p—1) P ...(3.7)
; = 1

hold respectively. If Co=C and poi=P, the conditions (3'6) and (3-7)
reduce into p>l/(;^+l) and p<-\IOp-^) as obtained by Olkin
(1958) and Singh (1967) in respective cases. Further would be
better than yo, under (3'3),

if

P Z,
2

Hi

which always holds in case poi are same for all i=\,...,p.

4. An Empirical Study

We consider the population used by Olkin (1958). Herejo,
and yz are number of inhabitants in the cities under consideration in
1950, 1940 and 1930 respectively and we want to estimate To using
information on _vi and yi,. For this population

C=(C«)=/ 1.049 1.059 1.056

1-098
Cilc^.Pik Ci Cji

\ ... ... f, A:=0,l,2

Fo= 169900

fi=148200

f2=142000

poi=0.987

P02=0.970

P,2-0.995
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Table 4A, below, gives Ihe i^erc^nt relative efficiency of fr
compared to ^r2, Tig, T02, Tgs fog, fg, F„i and F„2 where

ni=yo ir.Jyi) (ya/fa) ;

^o2=yo (fi/pi)/(f2/y2)
and , fo3=Po (fi/pi)/(p2/f2)
are the estimators considered by Singh (1965, 1967, 1969) with

M(fo3)=ii:* V [Co'+Ci'-2 Coi + a^ C^+2 a Co2-2 a Ciz]
and the value of a which minimizes M (F^s) being given by
a*=(Ci2-Co2)/C2^ The estimators (f,i, Frz, T^i and f^2 are
defined in Section 2.

For the given population we have

^1=1.769,

^2=—0.769,

^01=2,

^02 = —1,

a*=0.046.

Table 4.1

Relative Efficiency of the Estimator

Compared to Estimator roT rn Yr2 5^01 1^02 YosC)

% Relative Efficiency 100 94.1 170.6 400 6111.8 7435 3 158.8

Compared to Estimator ro Yo, Y, Yai Y,2

% Relative Efficiency 6281.4 63.5 86.2 162.3 371.3

From the table we note that the percent relative loss in precision of
r, compared to Tgr is 5.9which is moderate. However, though the
percent relative loss in precision of T, compared to is not appre
ciable (13.8), it is high compared to (36.5). Thepercent relative
loss inprecision of compared withroa i^26.3. The percent relative
gains in precision of over r,2, ^03, and f„2 are 70.6,
300, 58.8, 62.3 and 271.3 respectively. The e;timators ?oi, fo2 and
Tq are obviously very poor in this case.
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